
INTRODUCTION AND QUICK SETUP GUIDE

•  �Hands-off, fully managed playout system

•  �Configurable to provide multiple, 

simultaneous live studio quality  

(20-20Khz) analog or digital stereo  

or a mix of mono outputs

•  �Playout integrates any automation system 

to facilitate floating breaks and eliminate 

net-que trigger errors

•  �Dynamically mixes multiple tracks of live 

and pre-recorded elements to create 

programming totally customized to 

individual affiliates

•  �Pre-recorded (non-live) audio elements 

can be replaced up to 90 sec. before 

playout

SyncRCVR Live Audio Receiver  
and Playout System

Synchronicity is deploying its SyncRCVR units to radio stations where there is  

a requirement for live program broadcast and 24hr format playout. SyncRCVRs are  

multi-channel playout devices that connect to the SyncDirect cloud-based platform, 

facilitating a live program distribution network with capabilities that far exceed the  

existing satellite platforms. Some of the SyncRCVR features are: 
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Network can plug into either Network port

Use the provided connector to plug into the 

audio card. The connector is shaped so it 

can only go in one way. Channel numbers are 

marked on the audio cable.

Plug the power cord into here

Video will be best quality out of 

the HDMI, but the DVI port can 

also be used
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SyncRCVR Setup

SyncRCVRs have been pre-configured by the Synchronicity team for true plug-and-play 

setup. Just like all Synchronicity services, the SyncRCVR and live programming network are 

fully managed 24/7 by the Synchronicity support team, and after set up, never require local 

station servicing.

Once power, network, and audio outputs are connected (see illustration below), the 

SyncRCVR will automatically appear on the Synchronicity management dashboard and 

be ready for the final setup and testing. After you have connected the audio outputs and 

powered on, please call email or call Synchronicity Support so they can finalize the setup:
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Once the system is wired and on-line, call Synchronicity at (833)�377-6472 to finalize 

installation. Don’t add or change user accounts. Nothing else is to be installed in the  

system. If you have any questions at all, please do not hesitate to contact Synchronicity 

technical support.

Thank you,  

The Synchronicity team


